" While the majority of the committee is of opinion that, in view of the difficulties which present themselves, and in deference to public opinion, the street collection should be discontinued, the committee is unanimously of opinion that in some form or other Hospital Saturday should be continued; for it believes that by means of some scheme of collection, to be substituted for the present street collection, it will be possible to reach a large number of people in London who are not at present reached either by the Sunday Fund, the Prince of Wales's Fund, or the workshop and business house collection of the Saturday Fund. The committee also thinks that some way should be found by which the enthusiasm and devotion of the lady collectors and local committees should be retained in the service of the Fund. The committee has therefore appended to this report a rough outline of the scheme which it recommends for your consideration; and if the general idea meets with your approval, it suggests that the Special Committee should be reappointed, with power to add to its number, to work out the details and report at a future date. In recommending the discontinuance of the street collection, the committee desires to place on record its conviction that it is not because there is anything wrong in collecting alms in this method that it is desirable to give it up. The committee considers, however, that in view of the present state of public opinion on the matter, and in view of the fact that this method of collecting money in the streets has been at times greatly abused, it is in the true interests of the Fund that the street collection should be discontinued as part of the work of the organisation, whose well-being the committee is convinced every delegate has at heart."
The proposed scheme for Hospital Saturday in lien of the street collection appended to the report suggested that the practice of setting aside one Saturday in the year, to be called " Hospital Saturday," and This was seconded and agreed to. The Chairman proposed "That the street collection be discontinued." They had heard from him on other occasions the reasons which had induced him to come to the conclusion that the street collection should be abandoned by the Hospital. Saturday Fund, and he would not repeat them, but would content himself with formally moving the resolution. He would just point this out, that out of the 21 members of the committee, 15 were members of local committees, so that the Board would see that the local committee view was more than represented on that Special Committee.
Mr. Hamilton Hoare seconded, and briefly reviewed the reasons for the discontinuance of the street collections.
Mr. Gregory, whose speech was received with roars of laughter, violently opposed the abolition of street collections* If street collections were so repugnant to the public, why did the public encourage them by giving to them. They must give to them, or they would soon die a natural death. This agitation for the abolition of the street collection was merely the old story. The poor started a good, humane idea; it went on and worked well. In stepped a richer class, who saw that a flne system had been built up, and who said " let us reap the benefit of the work of the poor. 
